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1. Hilary Bell

4. Debe Hersey

Sirena Leili

Yellow Orchid

This artwork was born from my two
daughters’ imaginations. She is a mama
who needs her many arms to juggle all
the demands in her life. Her mind is full of
hopes and dreams as broad as the starry
skies. Her heart and soul are full of love
and compassion for all living creatures.

Debe is a hairstylist and co-owner of the
Cheeky Sh’iki Salon in Leucadia by day and
an artist in her spare time.

2. Steve Burrows

5. Micah Hogan

Old Leucadia Flea Market

Jungle Curse

The Old Leucadia Flea Market banner is
meant to inspire people to harken back
to a simpler time, where artisans made &
sold their wares down by the beach. Steve
Burrows is a local Encinitas artist showing
his love of surf, travel and adventures
through his art. Find him at BurritoArt.
com and follow along on his adventures.
Cheers!

I’m taking a break from my Pacific coastinspired art to draw inspiration from the
tropics. This piece brings to my mind the
scenery in the parts of the Caribbean
and Central America I’ve traveled to,
with exotic plants and animals thriving in
moonlit jungles.

3. Casey Gomez

6. Garit Imhoff

El Sol

Canary in a Coal Mine

This piece speaks to me on many levels.
The beauty between the black space.
The participation of all sides. Oneness
in contrast and how much a part of
everything we are. The colors of the desert
& the images that represent it have always
resonated with me. I found it fitting for
them to hold the space between the
darkness. A reflection of the year’s growth
and an inspiration of the beauty to come!
@gomezevolve

This bird is alarmed by something. Perhaps
it is a question of survival. There are so
many things to worry about now but this
image represents some hope that things
are still OK. I want to thank the Japanese
Artist, Hiroshige, for the inspiration and
meditation.

www.artwhimsy.com

7. Karob Studios

11. Isaac Mitchell

Take Care

Floral Brine

“TAKE CARE” is an homage to the
consideration we must exercise in the
preservation of all forms of life in this
fragile world we share. This concern must
transcend just the appreciation of the
beauty that surrounds us and consider the
vital role of other species in the continuity
of our survival.

Out from the depths of deep purple a
17th century Full Rigged Tall Ship cuts
through a stormy flower sea. The wildest
imagination can not stand up to the beauty
and majesty of the ocean, simply a tribute
to wonders witnessed when in the hands
of the sea.

8. Jeff Linsenbard

12. Judy Mock

Moonlight Bay

Bird’s Eye View

My 6th year participating in this event and
it never gets old.

As a fan of Errol Herbert Entienne’s work,
Judy Mock wanted to continue his legacy
by combining one of his pieces with her
style.
You can see more of her artwork at COAL
Gallery and visit her on weekends when
she offers her art for sale in front of the
Carlsbad Resort Hotel.
Her email is: fabulousfowls@yahoo.com.

9. Nikelle Lovaas

13. Tierney Moses

These Waters Dance

Leucadia Palms

The ocean teaches me patience, and to
take time to appreciate the wisdom and
strength surrounding us. The ocean always
gifts me with endless inspiration and inner
tranquility – where I feel the most alive,
free, grounded. As we live in the hands
of the sea, this painting was created to
remind all to appreciate the benefits the
ocean has, and to take advantage but
never for granted this place we get to call
home.

My inspiration came from my love of
textile patterns from the 1940s and
experience with hand painted signage. I’ve
been combining the two in small and large
scales with hopes to bring this style to as
many public buildings as possible.

10. Evan Luth

14. Janice Erickson Nolan

Rorschach Rain

Dreamland

Formed by falling rains, these blots
represent the streams of consciousness
& unconsciousness that are omnipresent
in our lives. The spectral downpour
represents thought abstraction and the
connection points represent decisions
we make as individuals & the meanings
we apply to moments in one’s own life.
The coalescence of these elements
symbolically represents the dance of our
thriving collective consciousness.

On the return from a Big Sur camping trip
with my husband, son, nephew, and dogs, I
got alone time on the patio of a hotel with
an awesome view so I got my watercolors
and painted away. Painting with acrylics
on vinyl using watercolor techniques is
continually a learning process, this has
become a passion. I’m grateful for Danny
& Norma Salzhandler who gave me the
opportunity to paint these banners and to
Carris Rhodes and Kellie Hinze from L101
who have put up with me.
Arts Alive 2017
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15. Dustin Ortiz

17. Brad Schneider

West Glaucus

Stone Steps Mandala

Dustin Ortiz is an artist and designer
from Encinitas located in Southern
California. Known as a melting pot for
surfers, skateboarders and creatives
alike, Encinitas has been fundamental in
the development of his work. Dustin’s
professional life has taken him to many
corners of the world and it is through
those experiences–and his hometown
influences–that his art is inspired.

My influences for this banner come from
the great waves, the surf industry and the
sacred geometries that our community
embraces. I’m a local tattoo artist who
loves surfing the waves of North County.

16. Marissa Quinn

18. Jeanette Shires

Mother of Collective Memories

Crazy for Koi Fishing

I often imagine our coastal Humpback
Whales as symbols of ancient wisdom or
keepers of Earth’s collective memories.
Here I have imagined an old whale as a
Divine Sage or Healer of our land and
waters. With the honeybee’s plight for
survival as her guide, honeycomb grows on
the land on her back - symbolizing hope
for her endangered kindred. She serves to
remind humanity of the connectivity of all
life on Earth.

Flashing their glorious colors, the Koi move
with grace through their elemental water
world. These multi-hued charmers reflect
pure joy in perfect harmony of quick turns,
dazzling colors and peaceful serenity.

101

ENCINITAS Small Banners

(Size: 18” x 50”)

Located on lamp posts along Hwy. 101 from A St. to F St.
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19. Diana Bartletti

20. Jackie Bond

From the Heart

Sea Turtles, Wonder of the Sea

Top and bottom can flip with this banner it works in both directions. Whichever end
is up, the heart is at the core.

The artist’s share of the proceeds will be
donated to “Arts Alive.”

21. Julie Bubar

25. Diane Dudek

What color am I?... Shiny full of light!

Beacon’s Before the Storm

Thinking of the intelligence of Nature, Julie
created a mixed media artwork to look up
into the blue Encinitas, California, USA sky
and dream for peace and freedom to live
healthy! To life. L’chaim. juliebubar@gmail.
com

Diane Dudek is a local Realtor and Artist.
Visit her web site at www.dianedudek.com

22. Kay Colvin

26. Julie Fitch

Local Color

On the Beach at Ke Ike Hale

Strelitzia and aloe are seen everywhere
in coastal North County. This composition
was inspired by a small garden overlooking
Moonlight Beach.
Gallery director and curator Kay Colvin
promotes local artists. She dusts off her
brushes each year to paint an Arts Alive
banner. The artist’s share of the proceeds
will be donated to the Encinitas Arts
Culture and Ecology Alliance for the
Pacific View Academy of Arts.

The artist’s share of the proceeds from
the sale of “On the Beach at Ke Ike Hale”
will go to Susan G. Komen for the Cure,
Breast Cancer Research. If you wish to
contact the artist for other paintings
or commission work, please email:
juliefitchartwork@gmail.com. Mahalo!

23. Carolyn Roy Cope

27. Karin Grow

Ghost Trees

Beach Preserve

These gnarled and twisted cypress
remnants are what used to grace the 1883
One-Room Schoolhouse. They’re now just
memories, ghosts of objects past. The
schoolhouse, however, is in better shape
than ever with the efforts of concerned
citizens and the loyalty of the Encinitas
Historical Society who tirelessly maintain
its integrity. Open FREE to the public Fri. &
Sat. 1-4pm. Visit us at 390 West “F” Street!
Proceeds will be donated to the Society.

I was inspired to paint this piece after
spending countless days last summer at
Beacon’s... wishing I could preserve the
moment forever.

24. Paul Dolan

28. Thora Guthrie

Surfing Never Dies

Silly Octopus Thoughts

My name is Paul Dolan, my style is called
Pauldoe style. My pieces are called
Pauldoe pieces. I make surf art. I like to
make things surf that you don’t typically
see surfing. The skeletons surfing are a
favorite of mine, it is my metaphor for
surfing never dies, but I am not limited to
just making skeletons surfing.

Oh the octopus!
Gliding. Hiding
Inquisitive
Great memory
Sharp vision
Four pairs of arms
Three hearts

Email-Karingrow@gmail.com
Shop-karingrow.etsy.com
Instagram-#karingrow

Arts Alive 2017
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29. Cutter Hays

33. Janet Lawless Christ

Birth of the Spring Princess

There’ll Be Peace After the Storm

Cutter is an artist specializing in fantasy
art, comic art, fine art portraits of
people and pets, custom illustration for
advertising, and more. He also writes and
illustrates books, including:

My inspiration was an adage, “After the
storm the birds shall sing again.” We all
need to remember this now more than
ever. As all my family and friends know,
when asked if there is anything they can
do for me all I ask for is peace on Earth.

The Mouse Knight, The Story of Squibble,
The Story of Gawain, The Song of Percival
Quilah Laoshu
www.quilahlaoshu.com
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30. Trisha Hilder

34. Annie Leaf

Couture Angel

Moonlight Beach

I painted an angel as a way of saying
thanks to all the beautiful angels who
watch over us and take such good care of
us. I also feel like so many people in my life
are wonderful angels, placed there at the
exact right time. I’m just so grateful for all
of it that I thought it would be special to
paint an angel on my banner this year. I call
her Couture Angel because I tried to make
her dress look like a couture gown, and I
always wanted to be a fashion designer. :)

One of the treasures of Encinitas is taking
in the Sunset at Moonlight Beach; this one
was in late Fall. The iconic sentinel palm
tree marks the spot for all to enjoy.

31. Linda Hornung

35. Shannon Martin

Moonlight

Constant Hope

Living by the ocean gives me great joy.

Waves, weather, and treasures washed
ashore are ever changing. But the tides
ebb and flow, the stars shine, and the sun
comes up each day. The beach reminds us
that things can change every minute, every
hour, every day, and at the same time be
constant and consistent and exactly how
they need to be.

32. Chris Law

36. Carole Mayne

Soul Flame

Ryder’s Rodeo

Deep within our being is a great soul
emerging from the flames.

I was inspired to paint free diver and
fishing fanatic, Ryder Devoe. Last summer,
at 17 yrs. old, he flew to Ascension Island,
and speared a 165 lb. tuna (in shark
infested water!).
My work can be seen locally at the Lotus
Cafe in the Lumberyard, the Craftsman
Revival Store in Solana Beach, and SRF
Church, and in the Books and Gifts Store.
Visit www.carolemayne.com for my
complete profile.

37. Hallie McConlogue

41. Toby Prager

Welcome Home

Nature’s Sanctuary

My father and I collaborated on this
Welcome Home banner! Encinitas is my
home, and in our family, the Pineapple
means “love”. I hope you enjoy this year’s
banner, and I look forward to creating
another next year!

It is an honor and a pleasure to have
painted this banner for Arts Alive 2017.
I enjoyed seeing it come to life and
feeling a connection to nature and all its
manifestations.

38. Kathi McCord

42. Lee Rotsheck

The Revenge of the Bouillabaisse

My daughter Brynja and I are thankful for
yet another opportunity to participate in
Arts Alive. We tried to project the Encinitas
vibe through the harmony of pattern and
nature. As well, Brynja infused the work
with vibrancy of color and highlighting.

The octopus is an amazing critter and
I wanted to depict one in this year’s
painting. They are real escape artists, able
to squeeze through the tiniest spaces. This
one is escaping from the kettle and the
bouillabaisse will just have to be eaten
without him.

39. Martin Nasim

43. Margi Saccomanno

Octo-Pocto

Goodbye
I offer these words to ponder... “We are the
change that we seek.” “The future rewards
those that press on.” “Yes we can.”
–Barack Obama

“The birds they sang at the break of day,
Start again I heard them say, Don’t dwell
on what has passed away. Ring the bells
that still can ring, Forget your perfect
offering. There is a crack in everything,
That’s how the light gets in.” –Leonard Cohen

40. Heather Pardi

44. Essenz Schenker

We, Heather Pardi and Meghan Peck,
are two New England girls living out
our California dream in this cozy North
County community. This banner was our
first collaboration. Meghan painted the
background, and Heather the mandalas.
This piece is an artistic representation of
the most special and genuine friendship
we have cultivated, and a reminder that
our shared experiences will continue to
blossom as beautiful memories for years
to come.

Painted Pansy
“Your mind is a garden, your thoughts are
the seeds. You can grow flowers, or you
can grow weeds.”

Arts Alive 2017
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45. Amy Shamansky

49. Linda Volz

Sea Turtles

Escape

amyshamansky.com

Hardworking by day, surfing by sunset. You
must be in Encinitas!

fineartamerica.com/artists/
amy+shamansky

46. Brittni Stadler

50. Cris Weatherby

Live Aloha

Osprey, Cardiff

Born and raised 5th generation Encinitas
local Native American and Hispanic
who enjoys a wide range of art such as
painting, jewelry, graffiti arts, and designs.
I get most of my inspiration from all
beautiful things in nature.

It is painted with multiple layers of fluid
acrylic...

47. Sheryl Tempchin

51. Isabella Weaver

Thunder and Lightning

The Wire

An homage to the awesome power and
beauty of thunderstorms.

artsaliveencinitas.com

I am an 8th grader from Carlsbad who
attends Dehesa Charter School. I enjoy
horseback riding, playing lacrosse and art.
I also love animals. This banner is my first
real painting.

48. Vinnie Tessieri

52. Steve Webb

Satori

There’s a Moon Out Tonight

Keep it loose, keep it flowing, and go
explore – you never know what you may
find...

This banner is the compilation of years of
my observation of the canine species…
We’re not dealing with Westminster
Kennel Club dogs here. We’re reporting
on the Common Dog, the Utility Dog, the
essence of Dog.

vtessieri@yahoo.com
vtessieridesigns.com
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Artist can be reached at lindamvolz@
gmail.com.

53. Laura K. Woodward

54. Tish Wynne

Macaw in the Rainforest

Lagoon Life 2

My banner this year was inspired by the
beautiful parrots of the tropical rainforest.
The Scarlet Macaw has a rainbow of
brilliant, vibrantly colored feathers that
glow like jewels deep in the foliage of the
rainforest canopy.

I love wildlife & nature. Being by
the beautiful lagoons of this coastal
community is a refreshing breath of air to
the soul. Birds in the area like this Osprey
thrive because of the caring nature of
the people who want to preserve this
lagoon life for generations to come. www.
tishwynne.com

101

ENCINITAS Large Banners

(Size: 30” x 84”)

Located on lamp posts along Hwy. 101 from F St. to K St.

55. Kevin Anderson

57. Lauren A. Bartram

Good Night at Swamis

Cellar Door No. 4

Hope you like it!

Cellar Door No. 4 is my fourth submission
to Arts Alive. As a tattooer, I’m drawn
to images with high contrast and some
simplicity. This lets the viewer see what
the subject matter is from far way. The
colors are solid and steadfast.
I chose a Phoenix because I wanted to play
with the dichotomy of hard, vibrant colors,
and soft blends. Not to mention birds are
always fun to paint and tattoo!

56. Brian Banash

58. Victoria Bearden

Surf Warrior

Thalassa

Big wave surfer Brock Little (March 17,
1967 - February 18, 2016) Haleiwa, HI
The North Shore local brought a selfeffacing attitude to pro surfing that
reminded everyone close to him what
riding waves is really all about. Runnerup at the Quicksilver in memory of Eddie
Aikau Big Wave Invitational in 1990.

Primordial Goddess of the Sea, she doesn’t
just rule over the ocean... she IS the ocean.
When she comes into being, she forms her
body out of sea water. I love mythology
connected with the ocean—mermaids, sirens,
and Goddesses. I chose Thalassa because
there is so much going on concerning climate
change and our Mother Ocean. I hope we
humans become more aware of our earth,
ocean, and each other. Victoria is an Artist,
and a well known Psychic and Astrologer.
vbearden.com | astrologervic.com
Arts Alive 2017
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59. Donna Butnik

63. Bobbi Jo Duley

Mermaid Music

Bobbi is a local freelance graphic designer
who enjoys painting as a pastime, as well
as many other creative endeavors. This
is her 7th year participating in Arts Alive
Encinitas.

I have painted a musical mermaid that will
grace the light poles. I love the sounds of
the ocean and the mystery of the myth.
Thank you Danny and Norma Salzhandler
for making this a yearly art event.

plaid-design.com
Instagram: @bobbifive
email: art@plaid-design.com

60. Roger Chandler

64. Heather Gibb

Martini...

The Conference of the Birds

Pink martini, shaken not stirred.

This painting is inspired by a Persian epic
poem written in 1177 by Farid Ud-Din Attar.
It describes a great mystical adventure
where all the birds of the world gather
together under the guidance of the manturned hoopoe bird, Attar, and take off on
a quest to find God.

61. Bre Custodio

65. Michelle Hauswirth

Sparkly Pipeline

Nighttime Imaginings

The wind grooms the surface of her
breaking wave as the sun warms your
tired shoulders. She is beautiful and
dangerous–but quite possibly worth the
risk. Sparkly Pipeline took about 16 hours to
paint and was both a challenge and delight
to complete. Aloha.
Find more art by Bre Custodio at www.
createdbybre.com and etsy.com/shop/
createdbybre.
Email bre@createdbybre.com for inquiries/

I am a Vista based artist who was born
and bred in Encinitas. I have an amazing
daughter, Georgie, who is 6. This year,
Georgie played a large part in the banner
process. She chose the design, was the
model for the painting, and guided the
composition while I painted.
I work from home in several mediums
and am always accepting commissions
in 2D and 3D work. Email me at
IamGeorgiesMom@gmail.com for inquiries.

62. Christopher Dillman

66. May Hoegen

Encinitas Skate

Two Belugas

Give me an ‘e’ for the city, energy, and
excellence for skateboarding.

In the hopes that I can swim and play with
them. Till then, I keep on dreaming.

A fine arts major from the University
of the Pacific, Christopher Dillman has
painted his admiration for Arts Alive and
North County San Diego since 2008. For
Christopher’s collection of work for Arts
Alive, please visit: www.fullblend.com.
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67. Bob Hord

71. Jared Lazar

Felina’s Procedure

Siren’s Kiss

A daily event when the robots finally
take over.

Siren’s Kiss is a part of my Siren Series.
In Greek mythology, the Sirens were
dangerous creatures, who lured nearby
sailors with their enchanting songs to
shipwreck on the coast of their island.
I’m wildly inspired by the concept of
dangerous beauty. I’ve designed the
banner to work well displayed vertically
or horizontally. I invite you to join in my
artistic adventures:
Facebook/Instagram @jaredblacklazer

68. Jim Hornung

72. Jim McConlogue

Hip Hip Hooray

Sunsets in Paradise

Surgery is a wonderful thing.

My son and I were catching a few waves
at Stone Steps and, as usual in “Paradise...,”
we happened upon another awesome
sunset! I recreate these banners as Fine
Art Giclée prints on canvas and posters.
You can find these at the Leucadia Art
Gallery and Corner Frame Shop on Coast
Hwy., and at Hansen’s Surfboards. For
original oil paintings, please visit www.
JimMcConlogue.com or call me at 760859-7541.

69. Tanya Januszko

73. Patti McDuffie

Eat Kind

Reflection

I’ve studied much about food’s ability to
fuel and heal our bodies. Unfortunately,
much of our “healthy” food is toxic.
Produce sprayed with pesticides is
harmful, not only to our bodies, but to our
precious earth. The same is true of factory
farmed animals living in stressful, cruel
conditions. We have the power to change
things: Vote with your wallet. Support local
organic farms. Don’t eat sadness. Eat kind.

A native Southern Californian, Patti’s love
of the ocean & lagoons is reflected in her
paintings. Whether at sunset or sunrise,
time for the day’s reflection is important to
her for inner harmony.
Some of Patti’s favorite subject matter
include seascapes, landscapes, shells,
wildlife, & flowers. Contact her at:
pattiannmcduffie@hotmail.com.

70. Darlene Katz

74. Jennifer Richards

Joy

Lavender and Lemon

Darlene’s award-winning work is found in
California galleries, national juried shows,
and private and corporate collections. She
enjoys capturing special moments of our
lives, whether it’s a special place, wedding,
birth, or a dog with a favorite toy. Her
work is bold, yet technically proficient, no
matter what the subject, and her unique
style is recognizable in all of her work. See
more at studiokatz.com

Olfactory hues
of peaceful serenity
make my heart happy.
As a painter, Jennifer Richards’ work is
inspired by nature’s remarkable diversity
on our unique planet.
JenniferRichards.com

Arts Alive 2017
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75. Lisa Schulaner

79. Elisabeth Sullivan

Under the Oceanside Pier

Cardiff Sunset

One day when my family and I were at
the Oceanside Pier I thought the piers
might be the perfect subject matter for a
tall skinny banner. So we went down to
check out underneath the pier and I was
like “wow, I have to paint this!” The ripples
in the sand, the reflections, and light and
shadows were mesmerizing and beautiful.
I took a bunch of pictures and left very
excited to paint this banner!

www.elisabethsullivan.com
elisabethsullivanfineart@gmail.com
(520) 440-5436

76. Tonia Senoo

80. Grace Swanson

First One Out

Gladiolus

Wife, Mother, and self-proclaimed Artist,
Tonia Senoo enjoys taking the family to
the beach, watching the kids play in the
sand and water, and watching daddy surf.
Wishing for the day when all the kids are
old enough to surf, she longs to get back
in the water. Perhaps one day, catching a
barrel like this.
See more waves at www.hafudesigns.com
Contact her at tonia@hafudesigns.com

This year my banner is in memory of
my grandfather, Andros Pete Peterson,
who loved flowers. The Gladiolus was
his favorite. Grandfather would find
little empty plots of earth around the
neighborhood and with the homeowners’
permission would plant flowers in these
bare spots. He had a real zest for life and
loved people. He was full of energy, made
fantastic caramel corn, and was the best
grandfather ever.

77. Graham Smith

81. Christina Zeller

Blue Dream

Not All Who Wonder Are Lost

Creating a banner for the Arts Alive
Encinitas program is an honor. It’s a
delight meeting all the creative people,
making new friends, and participating in
the community to support the arts. While
painting this powerful giant swimming
gently under the waves, I imagined this
scene happening everyday off the coast of
Encinitas. A surfer, a whale, and the deep
blue ocean.
www.grahamsmithillustration.com

78. Julie Ann Stricklin
Meditation Rocks!
My mornings begin as a free-flow
meditation in a traditional style. I have
been doing this for years. Rocks are my
canvas while I experiment with media and
style. It opens my creativity. My friends
and I leave my finished meditation rocks
behind for people to find all over the
world. You can find them in 9+ galleries
and shops. www.JulieAnnStricklinRocks.
weebly.com
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Encinitas artist Elisabeth Sullivan’s acrylic
paintings and murals are inspired by her
fascination with the incredible forces of
nature and the magnificent creatures that
inhabit this beautiful planet.
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CARDIFF Banners

(Size: 30” x 84”)

Located on lamp posts in the Cardiff Town Center and Restaurant
Row on Hwy. 101

82. Marina Alberti

85. Victoria Englund

Salty Air, Sandy Hair

Gekkota

When living on the coast, the ocean
becomes your second home. It’s inevitable.
The salty air and sandy hair become your
daily accessories to life. The sound of the
waves crashing become your meditation
music. Overall, the ocean becomes your
sanctuary to let the worries float away and
happiness wash ashore.

Geckoes are a familiar group of often
strikingly colored small to average-sized
lizards, ranging from 30 mm to 350 mm.
Most are nocturnal, but some genera are
diurnal, and a few even show both diurnal
and nocturnal activity. The majority are
insectivorous, but some will eat small
reptiles, and some larger species have
been known to consume small rodents.

I was inspired by the ocean and its beauty
in the creation of this piece.

83. June Chocheles

86. Wendy Gauntlett-Shaw

Floraluscious

Swami’s Seas Succulents

I am constantly observing, listening and
thinking. My art is a reflection of the
images or thoughts that form in my mind,
and then once I start painting, they take on
a life of their own.

Home, Om. Encinitas is a magical place.
• My husband and I walk 101 weekly with
our dog. The juxtaposition of the lotus
at Swamis among the palms, with the
diversity of shapes, colors and textures
of succulents (I’m a collector) called me
‘paint this!’ It was a joy.
• You can see my landscapes, dog beach
scenes & Relevant Women portraits at Ki’s
Restaurant and Offtrack Gallery.
• Commissions welcomed. ArtNSol.com

84. Leslie Edgarian

87. Susan Gumm

Savannah

Timeless

Leslie is an artist living in Cardiff. She is
also an assistant instructor at a local fine
arts school. She can be reached at
ledgarian@yahoo.com or on FB and
Instagram.

The Sea...
a place where time stands still...
and the music as if a grand orchestra...
lifts the spirit... fills the heart...
Susan Kathleen Gumm

Arts Alive 2017
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88. Ingrid Hoffmeister-Hoy

92. Kelly Malone

Peace

Mi Granja

I approached this 2017 banner with
intention and a deep personal message.
The visual symbols are not unique... they
are simple images asking for consideration.
PEACE

We are so blessed to live in San Diego
and have access to local healthy food. I
believe food is medicine, so let’s choose
the highest quality and support our
local farmers, thereby increasing the
sustainability of our community.

89. Audrey Jackson

93. Artie Mattson

Disco Squid

Pirates of the Caribbean
Crown the ocean, and come away!
Hear the calling of the sea,
And the whispering waves that spray,
And the waters’ soft caress,
Wash the pirates mind with foolishness.
Instagram @Artie_Mattson_Art
Stafmagazine.com/gallery/ (search Artie
Mattson)
sandieguitoartguild.com/portfolio-artist/artiemattson
e: janmattson@gmail.com | ph: 760-828-2888

90. LaMonte Lamoureux

94. Henry McGregor

Cardiff-by-the-Sea

2017: A Space Chicken

A drive, skate or walk through the streets
of Cardiff by the Sea can be a memorable
experience. I recall my first sight of the
ocean and palm trees from high up on the
hill and it has always continued to inspire.

Why did the chicken cross the galaxy?

LaMonte raises his family in Cardiff. This
is his second year as an Arts Alive banner
artist.
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91. Nate Main

95. Mariah Mercado

A Child of the Sea

Lugnarrr

An attempt at representing the beauty and
power of the Sea that we are fortunate to
witness on a daily basis here in Encinitas.
This banner was painted by Artist and
Illustrator Nate Main of Leucadia. Find
more of his work at www.n8main.com and
follow his artistic adventure at n8main on
Instagram.

Mariah Mercado is a junior at Carlsbad
High School. Her inspiration stems from
her love for surf. “Lugnarrr” displays a
surfer surfing the moon. Mariah plans to
grow in her artistic abilities with hopes of
one day illustrating.

artsaliveencinitas.com

96. James Petrone

98. Rick Grant Rodriguez
The God of Land and Sea

97. Terry Ribera

99. Peggy Sue Florio Zepeda

Owl

Moonlight Beach “Preview”

San Diego based Illustrator/Painter/Tattoo
Artist. I have been tattooing in San Diego
since 2001. I opened my own tattoo studio
Remington Tattoo in 2011. I’ve been a
professional artist since 1997 working with
various Record Labels and Action Sports
and Publishing companies. My first love
will always be painting. My art and tattoos
can be seen at www.terryribera.com and
www.Remingtontattoo.com

After becoming a Board Member on
Surfing Madonna Ocean Project I was
asked to create a design to be made
into glass to hang on the New Lifeguard
Station on Moonlight Beach! Lots of work
and many approvals from the city. Working
with Mark Patterson and Don Myers Glass
Studio we are creating an 8’X15’ Glass
Mosaic. This Panel is a preview to excite
you to see the glass mosaic. Peggy Sue
Designs (Facebook)

Thank You
There are many individuals who put much of their heart and soul, and personal time
into making this event not only happen but be a great success. Please take
a minute to thank them when you have the opportunity.
All the Artists
Danny Salzhandler
Norma Salzhandler
Carris Rhodes
Kellie Hinze
Stephen Whalen
Bobbi Jo Duley
Julie Ann Stricklin
Richard Houk
Venues

Creative Energy
President, 101 Artists’ Colony | info@artsalivefoundation.org
101artistscolony.com
Administration / Editing | 101 Artists’ Colony
Director, Leucadia 101 Main Street
Assistant Director, Leucadia 101 Main Street
Photography | stephenwhalenphotography.com
Auction Guide, Banner Graphics, 101 Artists’ Colony Website,
Banner Artist | plaid-design.com
Bookmarks, Social Media, Banner Artist | julieannstricklin.com
Auctioneer | Live Auction Sunday, May 21st
Leichtag Commons (Unveiling Reception) | Cardiff Town Center
(Live Auction)
Arts Alive 2017
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From the Unveiling to displaying along the Coast Highway
to the Auction at Cardiff Town Center, the 6 mile
Arts Alive Exhibit is a 17 year tradition.

Photo courtesy of Norma Salzhandler

Photo courtesy of Carris Rhodes

Photo courtesy of Julie Ann Stricklin

Place your silent bid by calling Leucadia 101 at (760) 436-2320.
Bidding starts at $150 (plus tax). Final bids are accepted at the Live Auction.
(Proceeds are split 50/50 between the artist and the respective non-profit presenting organizations.)

Thank you to our 2017 Arts Alive Exhibit Sponsors:

Leucadia 101 Main Street
Leucadia Sponsor

101 Artists’ Colony
Encinitas Sponsor

101 Artists’ Colony
Cardiff Sponsor

Media Sponsor

View the artwork on the lamp posts between March 6th and May 1st.
Download this year’s Auction Guide at artsaliveencinitas.com or 101artistscolony.com.

